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NAMARTI THRALLS

NAMARTI REAVERS

MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Lanmari Blade 1" 2 3+ 3+ -1 1

� e core infantry of the Idoneth Deepkin, the Namarti � ralls advance into battle brandishing an array of vast two-handed weapons 
known as lanmari blades. Despite the Namarti’s blindness and the he�  of their blades, they spin, whirl and chop with aelven grace. 
� e warriors are equally adept at engaging enemy monsters as they are at attacking massed ranks.

Namarti Reavers are the fast-moving scouts and archers of the Idoneth Deepkin phalanxes. Armed with silent-� ring whisperbows 
they harry foes from afar or advance closer to send out a deadly volley of arrows. Despite their eerie and disturbing lack of eyes the 
Namarti Reavers are uncannily accurate, using senses other than sight to pinpoint their targets. 

DESCRIPTION
A unit of Namarti � ralls has 10 or more models. 
� ey are armed with an array of double-handed 
Lanmari Blades. 

ICON BEARER
Models in this unit can be icon bearers. You can re-
roll battleshock tests for a unit of Namarti � ralls 
that includes any icon bearers. In addition, add 
1 to the Attacks characteristic of an icon bearer’s 
Lanmari Blade.

ABILITIES
Sweeping Blows: Lanmari Blades can cut through 
opponents like an Allopex cuts through a shoal of 
Scry� sh, or can be used to in� ict grievous wounds 
on larger enemies.

Add 1 to the Attacks characteristic of a Lanmari 
Blade if all of the attacks made with the weapon 
target enemy models with a Wounds characteristic 
of 1. Add 1 to the Damage characteristic instead 
if all of the attacks made with the weapon target 
enemy models with a Wounds characteristic of 4 
or more. 

DESCRIPTION
A unit of Namarti Reavers has 10 or more 
models. � ey are armed with Whisperbows and 
Keening Blades. 

ICON BEARER
Models in this unit can be icon bearers. You can re-
roll battleshock tests for a unit of Namarti Reavers 
that includes any icon bearers. In addition, add 
1 to the Attacks characteristic of an icon bearer’s 
Keening Blade.

ABILITIES
Swi�  Tide: Namarti Reavers � ow swi� ly across the 
battle� eld, striking out ahead of the rest of the army 
to weaken the foe before battle is fully joined.

You can re-roll run rolls for this unit. 

Fluid Firing Style: A Namarti Reaver can either 
� re carefully aimed shots from their whisperbow, or 
unleash a volley of shots one a� er the other.

Before attacking with a Whisperbow, choose either 
the Aimed Fire or Storm Fire missile weapon 
characteristics for that shooting attack.
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MISSILE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Whisperbow: Aimed Fire 18" 1 4+ 4+ - 1
Whisperbow: Storm Fire 9" 3 4+ 4+ - 1

MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Keening Blade 1" 2 3+ 4+ - 1
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